Workshop programme

Capitalism and Democracy in the 21st Century: Polanyian Perspective

26 November, 10:00 to 17:00, Room 1.65 (Hertie School)

9:30 Arrival and Coffee

10:00-12:30 Opening talk and first responding panel
Chair/Commentator: Sabine Frerichs, Vienna
Opening talk by Steven Klein, Florida-Berlin: “European Law and the Dilemmas of Democratic Capitalism”
Hagen Schulz-Forberg, Aarhus: “Polany versus economic constitutionalism?”
Christian Joerges, Berlin-Bremen: “Socio economic diversity and democracy-enhancing conflicts law”
Vladimir Bogoeski, Berlin: “The revised Posted workers directive as a (symbolic) response to the financialisation and Europeanisation of labour relations”

12:30-13:30 Lunch

13:30-15:30 Second responding panel
Chair/Commentator: Michelle Everson, London
Claus Thomasberger, Berlin: “Beyond the Double Movement: Markets, Democracy and the Euro Crisis – a Comment on Steven Klein’s Reading of Polanyi”
Fernando Losada, Helsinki: “Rethinking law and money as mechanisms of (social and political) integration in the age of information”
Anna Peychev, Kent-Brussels: “Disciplinary Constitutionalism - The Monetarist Revision of European Law After the Crisis”
Josef Hien, Stockholm: “Polanyi and cultural economics”

15:30-16:00 Coffee break

16:00-17:00 Concluding discussion and future plans